Traditional wooden rule
– ideal for promotional print

Traditional wooden rule made either of selected beech wood or of hornbeam is an ideal aid to school or to office. It could as well be an excellent present for your loved ones.

1 Chamfered edge – a scale is printed on chamfered edge of the rule. That ensures smooth and accurate use of the rule.

2 Blank surface – blank surface is ideal for promotional print.

3 Top layer – the ruler surface is protected with environmentally friendly lacquer which complies with European Regulation ČSN EN 71-3+A2:2018 and so the rule is also suitable for children.

Wooden rule

• length: 21 cm / 26 cm
• dimensions: 30 mm x 3.2 mm
• scale: 20 cm / 25 cm
• material: beech wood / hornbeam